Fundamental design principles that guide induction of helix upon formation of stable peptide-nanoparticle complexes.
We have shown that it is possible to design a peptide that has a very low helical content when free in solution but that adopts a well-defined helix when interacting with silica nanoparticles. From a systematic variation of the amino acid composition and distribution in designed peptides, it has been shown that the ability to form helical structure upon binding to the silica surface is dominated by two factors. First, the helical content is strongly correlated with the net positive charge on the side of the helix that interacts with the silica, and arginine residues are strongly favored over lysine residues in these positions. The second important factor is to have a high net negative charge on the side of the helix that faces the solution. Apparently, both attractive and repulsive electrostatic forces dominate the induction and stabilization of a bound helix. It is also evident that using amino acids that have high propensity to form helix in solution are also advantageous for the formation of helix on surfaces.